INDUSTRIALIZATION TEST

Study Guide

You have a test in US History Friday, May 11 (Thursday, May 10 for Section F). Any of the information below is fair game for the test. The test may include matching, modified true/false, multiple choice, relative chronology, and short answer questions. This unit is our last unit of the year and we have covered a lot of vocabulary and people. Start studying now so you can ask questions and avoid becoming overwhelmed!

VOCABULARY:

- assembly line
- blacklist
- collective bargaining
- corporation
- cottage industry
- industrial espionage
- Industrial Revolution
- interchangeable parts
- manufactured goods
- mass production
- monopoly
- muckraker
- picket line
- picketer
- philanthropy
- raw materials
- reformer
- robber baron
- rural
- scab
- strike
- strike breaker
- tenements
- trust
- union
- (un)skilled labor
- urbanization

PEOPLE:

- Samuel Slater
- Eli Whitney
- Francis Cabot Lowell
- Andrew Carnegie
- Thomas Edison
- Alexander G. Bell
- John D. Rockefeller
- Lewis Hine
- Mother Jones
- John Muir
- Ida Tarbell
- Jane Addams
- Jacob Riis
- Upton Sinclair
- Samuel Gompers
- JP Morgan
- Jay Gould
- Henry Ford

TOPICS OR IDEAS:

- why the North industrialized before the South
- positive and negative effects of industrialization and urbanization
- differences between urban and rural life
- problematic working conditions/child labor
- history of the Triangle shirtwaist factory
- how to analyze a photograph as a historical document

WHERE CAN I FIND THIS INFORMATION?

- class notes
- pop quiz
- homework (including readings)
- class descriptions on Weebly
- videos
- tutorial with Ms. CK

Good luck!